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Abstract–Positron Emission Tomography (PET) cameras 

encompass a set of compact crystal detector rings. In this proof of 

principle study, we introduce a sparse ring configuration 

involving half the original number of rings uniformly spaced 

across the same axial Field-of-view (FOV) and assess its effect on 

image quality and quantitation in PET imaging. The Siemens 

PET/MR (mMR) system matrix was adopted in our proposed 

configuration. mMR consists of 64 detector rings made of  4x4x20 

mm3 LSO crystals, and extending over 25.6cm axial Field-of-view 

(FOV). To emulate our sparse rings configuration, counts in 

sinograms associated with at least one even ring number were 

zeroed (Sparse-Sinograms). To account for the loss in spatial 

information, the zeroed sinograms were estimated by linear 

interpolation in sinogram space (Inter-Sinogram). The PET 

images for the compact, the sparse and the interpolated sparse 

sinogram data were reconstructed using the OSEM algorithm (21 

subsets, 5 iterations) provided by the Software for Tomographic 

Image Reconstruction using the original mMR system matrix to 

maintain the same number of slices in all images. We validated 

our approach for one brain FDG PET/MR dataset in terms of 

image quality, target-to-background ratio (TBR) and contrast-to-

noise ratio (CNR) scores for different number of OSEM 

iterations. Sparse rings configuration yielded comparable image 

quality to that of the clinical dataset. TBR and CNR showed 

increased error with the number of OSEM iterations (8.3% and 

23.6% respectively at 5 iterations), decreasing to 1.7% and 5.4% 

respectively in the Inter-Sinogram images. PET imaging with 

half the number of original detector rings uniformly spaced over 

the same axial FOV, yielded comparable image quality, yet 

reduced TBR and CNR, which may be recovered via linear inter-

sinogram interpolation. Uniformly spacing a given set of PET 

detector rings to double their axial FOV is possible without 

significant losses in image quality and quantitation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

OSITRON Emission Tomography (PET) systems typically 

employ a concatenated set of parallel detector rings sharing 

a common axis [1]. This geometric configuration allows for 

high spatial sampling rates of the axial field-of-view (FOV) to 

achieve high sensitivity within a small axial FOV and superior 

axial spatial resolution [2, 3].  

However, the concatenation of detectors along the axial 

dimension of a tomographic PET scanner without interleaving 

any gaps between the rings results also in the smallest possible 
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axial FOV for a given number of rings and detectors axial 

pitch [4]. Assuming a fixed number of detectors per ring, the 

cost of a clinical PET scanner would thus be directly 

proportional to the number of detector rings, as the detector 

crystals are the most expensive part of a clinical PET scanner 

[5]. Thus, compact ring configurations are expected to yield 

the highest manufacturing cost per axial FOV length. As a 

result, clinical PET systems have been traditionally supporting 

only short axial FOVs (<26cm) to retain the total cost at 

reasonable levels [5]. However, short axial FOVs can 

drastically confine the modern capabilities of static PET 

imaging [6].  

First, in all single-bed 3-dimensional (3D) PET scans the 

3D sensitivity is increasing with the square of the number of 

detector rings assuming acceptance of coincidences from all 

possible ring combinations [7]. Therefore, the extension of the 

axial FOV via an increase in the number of detector rings by a 

factor of x can enhance volume sensitivity by a factor of x2. 

However, the expanded system will then be associated with a 

proportionally increased manufacturing cost by a factor of x 

[7]. Moreover, 3D sensitivity is significantly reduced as we 

move from the center to the edges of the axial FOV regardless 

of the axial FOV length [8]. However, the sensitivity drop rate 

becomes steeper for shorter axial FOVs [8]. Thus, single-bed 

PET scans with long axial FOVs are expected to yield images 

with better noise uniformity within a given central portion of 

the axial FOV, relative to short axial FOVs. This can be an 

important benefit for lesion detectability and quantification if 

the lesion location is unknown or it extends towards the edges 

of the axial FOV. Moreover, in single-bed dynamic 3D PET 

scans, which are often conducted over the heart, brain or 

pelvic regions, the noise levels are expected to increase, 

compared to static scans, due to the relatively shorter time 

frames of PET data employed. Thus, longer axial FOVs may 

be even more important in such studies to mitigate the 

amplified noise non-uniformities at a central axial FOV 

region.  

Furthermore, short axial FOVs prevent the simultaneous 

imaging of multiple organs of the human body. This may 

restrict the investigation of systemic molecular effects 

between highly related but distant organs, such as the brain-

heart [9, 10] and brain-gut axis [11, 12], using sub-optimal 

sequential acquisitions at different bed positions. Moreover, 

short axial FOVs are more likely to exclude neighboring blood 

pool regions, such as heart ventricles, aortic segments or 

carotid arteries which would be necessary for full kinetic 
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modeling and which are not always included in the short axial 

FOVs, such as in brain and pelvic single-bed PET scans [13]. 

In addition, multi-bed or whole-body 3D PET studies can 

be compromised by short axial FOVs. Whole-body FOVs are 

particularly important for many oncologic PET studies 

evaluating primary and metastatic tumor lesions across the 

whole body [13-16]. The current generation clinical PET 

systems with short axial FOVs require sequential acquisitions 

to cover the total axial FOV of a whole-body PET exam. The 

sequential scans can be performed either while the patient 

table is continuously moving (continuous bed motion mode) 

or over multiple bed positions axially overlapped to each other 

(step-and-shoot mode) [17, 18]. In either case, different 

sections of the axial FOV are scanned at different post 

injection times, which may introduce significant bias between 

the measurements of different bed position, if the radiotracer’s 

dynamic distribution is changing fast at the time of imaging 

with respect to the time interval between the scans of the 

different beds [13]. 

Moreover, small axial FOVs pose a major limitation for the 

translation of dynamic and parametric PET imaging to the 

clinical routine [19-21]. In particular, the detectability and 

quantitation of primary and metastatic lesions molecular 

activity at unknown locations across the human body is critical 

and could benefit from the combined analysis of both static 

and dynamic whole-body PET data [22-25]. However, the 

confined axial FOV of modern PET systems prevents the 

continuous spatiotemporal sampling of a radiotracer 

distribution across multiple bed positions, therefore hindering 

the application of dynamic PET scans across more than one 

bed positions [13]. Full compartmental kinetic modeling 

requires continuous spatiotemporal sampling and thus its 

application across whole-body FOVs has not yet been feasible. 

Instead, the more robust whole-body Patlak-based graphical 

analysis methods has demonstrated potential for parametric 

imaging across multiple bed FOVs [21, 26, 27]. Nevertheless, 

full kinetic modeling is still valuable for a wide scope of 

studies specifically targeting the imaging of kinetic micro-

parameters of various radiotracer distributions in oncologic, 

neurologic and cardiovascular lesions [14-16, 28-30]. 

Although PET scanner prototypes with total-body axial 

FOVs have previously been proposed with very promising 

results [31, 32], they also rely on highly compact detector ring 

configurations thereby requiring a very high number of 

detector elements. As a result, the manufacturing cost of total-

body PET scanners is currently very high preventing the 

translation of their benefits to routine clinical imaging.  

In the meantime, over the last decades the clinical PET 

systems have been equipped with advanced and highly 

efficient electronics [33, 34] as well as with detectors of very 

fine time resolution [35, 36] to support highly sensitive fully 

3D acquisitions [8] with time-of-flight (TOF) measurement 

capabilities [37] and reconstruction methods with point-spread 

function (PSF) modeling features [38]. As a result, modern 

PET scanners can nowadays achieve significant enhancements 

in PET signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), image quality, lesion 

detectability and quantification for a given injected dosage or 

scan time [39-44]. The attained gains in PET SNR have 

hitherto been exploited to design PET scanners with an 

improved trade-off between scan time and injected dosage [45, 

46] while the axial FOVs have only marginally been extended.  

Nevertheless, the above SNR enhancements could also 

suggest that highly compact ring configurations may no longer 

be necessary to attain the image quality and lesions’ contrast 

and quantification performance of current generation clinical 

PET systems. Thus, the introduction of sparsity in the PET 

detector space may be a promising alternative approach to 

extend the axial FOV. Previously, a variety of sparse PET 

detector geometries were proposed to allow the extension of 

the axial FOV at reduced cost [47-57]. However, none of the 

proposed sparse PET geometries involved uniform 

distributions of exclusively axial gaps across the entire FOV 

and evaluation for existing non-TOF PET systems, as a worst-

case scenario type of assessment. Consequently, large non-

uniformities in sensitivity and noise were triggered between 

the gaps and the active FOV regions, which eventually 

affected image quality and lesion detectability. Thus, an 

alternative strategy would be the introduction of smaller and 

uniform axial gaps across the detector space of existing PET 

scanner geometries.  

The motivation for promoting an axial sparsity scheme 

when designing a PET system is to either double the axial 

FOV for the same number of detectors and therefore similar 

cost, or significantly reduce the scanners cost by including 

half the detectors rings in a sparse configuration across the 

same axial FOV. Besides, the use of exclusively axial, as 

opposed to transaxial, gaps facilitates the straightforward 

transformation of existing compact ring configurations to 

sparse rings configurations and allows in future the design of 

PET systems with dynamically adjustable axial FOVs.  

In both objectives above, we expect that the attained trade-

off between scan time and dosage would be compromised due 

to the sensitivity losses at the gaps. Nevertheless, we can 

theoretically always recover the losses by scanning for longer 

times, if the scan schedule permits. Besides, simultaneous 

PET/MR studies, which nowadays represent a steadily 

growing portion of the modern clinical PET applications, can 

afford significantly longer PET acquisition times, relative to 

PET/CT studies of the same FOV size, as they are typically 

conduced in parallel to the often-lengthier MR sequences. 

In this proof-of-concept study, we aim at the in-vivo 

assessment of feasibility and performance of a novel sparse 

PET detectors geometry where axial gaps of equal size are 

introduced between every detector ring of an existing clinical 

PET scanner. No additional transaxial gaps are considered 

other than those already existing in the original PET scanner 

geometry. The performance of the proposed sparse rings 

configuration will then be compared against that of the 

original PET scanner as well as that of a hypothetical PET 

system including only the half most-central original detector 

rings in a compact configuration. Although the proposed axial 

sparsity scheme is expected to degrade the spatial sampling 

rate and sensitivity per axial FOV length, the actual qualitative 

and quantitative impact of this geometric transformation on 
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standard-of-care clinical PET image quality even in the 

absence of TOF measurements has not yet been investigated.  

The comparison between the sparse and original PET 

detector rings configurations with matched axial FOVs will 

allow us to assess the hypothesis that any regional sensitivity 

losses in the gaps will not significantly affect overall image 

quality. However, we also hypothesize that the sparse 

configurations will be associated with a limited reduction of 

the lesions contrast and background variability (noise) 

compared to the original compact ring geometry. Moreover, 

our comparison can shed light to the hypothesis that sinogram 

axial interpolation can drastically reduce the elevation of noise 

and the losses in contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) attained with 

the sparse configuration to an extent that no visually apparent 

image quality differences are observed between the two 

configurations.  

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

A. Sparse PET detector ring configuration (“odd-rings-

only”) – sparse-mMR system 

In order to evaluate our hypotheses we retrospectively 

accessed phantom and clinical brain PET data acquired by a 

human PET/MR scanner and set to zero all the counts of the 

direct and oblique sinogram planes containing lines-of-

response (LORs) associated with at least one even detector 

ring. The new sparse configuration resulted in the same axial 

FOV but with only half of the original detector rings. 

Subsequently, we applied an inter-plane axial interpolation 

method on the sparse 3D sinograms to infer the projection data 

at the missing planes. Finally, we used the original system 

matrix of the “all-rings” compact configuration to reconstruct 

the three types of data with the open-source Software for 

Tomographic Image Reconstruction (STIR) [58]. For that 

purpose, we accounted for the gaps in the axially 

uncompressed (span-1) detector space when estimating the 

appropriate component-based normalization, randoms and 

scatter correction sinograms [59]. Thus, we ensured the 

consistency between the prompt coincidence sinograms and 

the correction factor sinograms to avoid propagation of any 

artifacts during image reconstruction. 

The proposed configuration can be easily emulated from 

existing commercial PET systems by applying our axial 

sparsity scheme on the fully uncompressed Michelogram 

structure of list-mode or histogrammed PET data acquired by 

any existing PET system. The new sparse rings configuration 

was denoted in this study as “odd-rings-only” to differentiate 

it from the default “all-rings” compact configuration and other 

sparsity schemes. The compact ring configuration involved no 

gaps between the individual detector rings except from the 

small axial gaps between the blocks, which are included in the 

typical configurations of standard-of-care clinical PET 

systems nowadays.  

 

B. Reference compact PET detector ring configuration 

(“all-rings”) – mMR system 

As a gold-standard reference clinical PET scanner model, 

we used the configuration of the Siemens BiographTM mMR 

PET/MR scanner currently installed in Weill Cornell Medical 

College, which has one of the largest axial FOVs (25.6cm) 

currently available in commercial human PET systems [60]. 

Moreover, the mMR system may also serve as a benchmark 

evaluating the lowest expected performance for our proposed 

geometry, as it does not yet support TOF technology. We can 

only expect that TOF information will improve the 

performance of our proposed configuration by enhancing the 

robustness of sparse 3D acquisitions to the elevated noise 

levels expected in the PET data and mitigate any potential data 

inconsistencies as previously demonstrated for compact ring 

PET systems [61-63].  

Furthermore, although TOF technology is currently adopted 

by most state-of-the-art clinical PET systems, there are still 

highly utilized non-TOF PET systems with unique and 

important capabilities that are widely used for pioneering 

clinical and research protocols. One such example is the 

integrated non-TOF PET/MR BiographTM mMR system 

employed in this study [60], which exploits the superior soft-

tissue resolution, zero radiation exposure, multi-parametric 

imaging features and motion-tracking capabilities of MR with 

the wide variety of molecular imaging biomarkers and 

quantification of PET to enhance the diagnostic and 

theranostic capabilities of each of the two imaging modalities 

alone [64-71]. We therefore chose in this initial study to 

demonstrate our proposed sparse ring concept and validate its 

performance with clinical non-TOF PET data produced by an 

existing human PET system. The use of non-TOF PET data 

allowed us evaluation for the worst-case scenario in clinical 

PET imaging. We expect only a better performance for the 

sparse configuration after accounting for TOF measurements. 

 
Fig. 1: (left) an actual “all-ring” compact, and (right) a hypothetical “odd-

rings-only” sparse PET detectors configuration, as visualized with the GATE 

Monte Carlo simulation package [72]. 

 

In addition, the mMR system inherently and readily 

supports access to axially uncompressed (span-1) list and 

sinogram PET data, which was important for the accurate 

modeling of the sparse rings configuration in a compact 

clinical scanner. In particular, all sinogram bins associated 
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with detector pairs that connected at least one of the even 

detector rings of the original mMR configuration were 

assigned zero counts. 

 

C. Monte Carlo simulation of mMR and sparse-mMR 

system– physical gaps vs. emptying of even rings  

Beside the modeling of the sparse rings configuration from 

a real mMR scanner, we have also conducted a series of 

Monte Carlo realistic simulations using the Geant4 

Applications for Tomography Emission (GATE) software 

package to visualize and compare the default mMR (“all-

rings”) and proposed sparse mMR (“odd-rings-only”) ring 

configurations (Fig. 1) [72]. GATE is based on the well-

validated Geant4 toolkit and has been selected for the accurate 

simulation of the effects of the small axial gaps on the 

performance of a clinical PET scanner [73]. Based on a 

validated Biograph mMR GATE scanner model, we simulated 

a 9 min PET acquisition of a NEMA IEC phantom with a 4:1 

spheres-to-background ratio [60, 74].  

Initially, we defined actual physical gaps of air between the 

odd detector rings of the mMR GATE model to produce the 

realistic effects of the proposed sparse rings configuration on 

the mMR detector geometry. Subsequently, we replaced the 

mMR detectors with the mMR LYSO detector crystals and 

emptied their coincidence counts to reproduce the sparse ring 

configuration model derived by the real Siemens Biograph 

mMR scanner. Finally, we compared the performance of the 

two simulated sparse configurations in terms of NEMA IEC 

phantom image quality, spheres contrast and background 

variability. This comparison was designed to shed light to our 

hypothesis that substituting the air material in the gaps with 

the mMR LYSO crystal material would have a negligible 

effect on the performance of the sparse-mMR and, therefore, 

the sparse rings configuration model we derived from a real 

mMR scanner after ignoring all counts from even rings would 

be sufficiently realistic.   

 

D. Inter-plane axial interpolation of the sparse 3D sinogram 

– interp-sparse-mMR system  

The proposed “odd-rings-only” sparse mMR configuration 

resulted in emptying all PET coincidence counts from the 

sinogram planes of segments corresponding to odd ring 

differences. Moreover, in the remaining segments, all counts 

in sinogram planes associated with at least one even ring were 

also emptied. Thus, we expect a considerably lower SNR 

compared to that of the compact “all-rings” configuration.  

Therefore, we applied a sinogram linear interpolation 

method on the sparse sinogram 3D space to infer the missing 

counts in the empty sinogram planes (gap-planes) 

corresponding to the axial gaps of the sparse rings 

configuration (Fig. 2). Our proposed interpolation took place 

in two sequential steps as illustrated in the 3D full sinogram 

format of Fig. 2 also known as Michelogram [75]. In step 1, 

each pair of neighboring non-empty planes along the same 

Michelogram diagonal direction (Fig 2, bottom left) were 

interpolated to each other to infer the missing plane located 

between them in the same diagonal. Subsequently, in step 2, 

the neighboring pairs of planes with original measurements 

and inferred data from step 1 were again linearly interpolated 

along the rows and columns of the 3D Michelogram to infer 

the data in the remaining gap-planes between them. As the 

proposed interpolation occurred only across different direct 

and oblique sinogram planes and not across bins of the same 

plane, we denoted this method as “inter-plane” axial sinogram 

interpolation. 

 
Fig. 2: Fully-3D PET sinograms (Michelogram format) illustrating, for the 

“all-rings” and “odd-rings-only” configurations, the measured “non-empty” 

(dark blue), missed “empty” (white) and interpolation inferred sinogram 

planes after step-1 (light blue) and step-2 (gray) of the interpolation process. 
Note that, in step-1, interpolation occurs only across the indicated diagonal 

direction in the Michelogram and accepts as input only pairs of planes with 

measured counts. In step-2, interpolation occurs along either the rows 
(direction A) or the columns (direction B) of the Michelogram and involves 

pair of planes that include both measured and interpolated counts 
 

Since the proposed interpolation was applied over relatively 

small axial gaps equal to the axial size of each detector 

element (4mm in the case of the Biograph mMR), we expect it 

will introduce a limited extent of axial blurring but 

significantly reduce the noise levels in the 3D reconstructed 

images especially for low-count PET frames. In this study we, 

thus, investigated its performance in reducing the background 

variability (noise) and recovering the CNR losses due to the 

axial gaps of the sparse rings configuration. 

To retain the data consistency between the interpolated 

emission data and correction factors we applied our 

interpolation method in the prompts, randoms and scatter data. 

Then we recalculated the component-based normalization 

correction factors accounting for the interpolated data and 

repeated the 3D-OSEM PET reconstructions.  
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E. Image quality and lesion detectability evaluation metrics 

In the reconstructed PET images from all Siemens 

BiographTM mMR ring configurations presented above, we 

identified target lesions and their background in both the 

phantom and the clinical PET/MR studies. Subsequently, we 

evaluated visually the PET image quality, in terms of artifacts 

and visual detectability of the targeted lesions. Finally, we 

measured the target-to-background ratio (TBR) and contrast-

to-noise ratio (CNR) scores in the target regions as a function 

of the 3D-OSEM reconstruction iterations. The TBR and CNR 

quantitative scores were defined as follows: 

 

𝑇𝐵𝑅 =
𝑆𝑈𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
−𝑆𝑈𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

𝑆𝑈𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑                         (1) 

 

𝐶𝑁𝑅 =
𝑆𝑈𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
−𝑆𝑈𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

𝑆𝑈𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑑_𝑑𝑒𝑣
𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑                         (2) 

  

where 𝑆𝑈𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 and 𝑆𝑈𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑑_𝑑𝑒𝑣 denote the mean and standard 

deviation of the standardized uptake values (SUV) across all 

the pixels of the respective region of interest. 

III. RESULTS 

In Fig. 3, we present examples of the counts distribution 

from different segments of the 3D PET sinograms for the 

original mMR (all-rings) and the sparse mMR (odd-rings-

only) geometries.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Sinograms ordered in segment order: 0, +/-1,+/-2, … , and generated 

from (top-row) “all-rings”, (middle row) “odd-rings-only” and “odd-rings-
only” after axial interpolation” configurations.  

  

Furthermore, the comparison of the above distribution with 

the interpolated sinogram counts distribution illustrated the 

“gap-filling” effect of inter-plane axial sinogram interpolation 

on the sparse data. Note that, initially, all sinogram planes of 

all segments corresponding to odd ring differences were 

completely empty due to the introduced gaps in place of the 

even mMR rings. Thanks to the proposed 2-step axial 

interpolation scheme on the sparse 3D sinogram, it became 

possible to infer all the missing counts without significant loss 

in resolution and contrast. No apparent visual differences were 

found after carefully inspecting the original 3D mMR 

sinogram with that inferred from axial interpolation of the 

sparse mMR data. We made a similar observation later in the 

reconstructed images. 

In Fig. 4, we present experimental NEMA IEC image 

quality (IQ) phantom data acquired with our Siemens 

BiographTM mMR system according to the NEMA NU 2-2007 

standards with a 4:1 spheres-to-background contrast for 5 

minutes. This experiment allowed the performance evaluation 

of the proposed sparse “odd-rings-only” configuration, before 

and after axial linear interpolation of the sparse data, against 

the original “all-rings” mMR configuration and with known 

contrast levels.  

 

 
Fig. 4: Two left columns): 18F-FDG NEMA IEC phantom images (5 min 

mMR scan, 4:1 spheres-to-background contrast, OSEM, 2 iterations, 21 

subsets). (First row) all-ring, (second row) odd-rings and (third row) odd-rings 

with interpolation. (Right column): TBR (top) and CNR (bottom) plots of the 
smallest sphere across the first five 3D-OSEM iterations. 

 

The visual inspection of the PET images revealed no 

important differences or artifacts due to the introduced axial 

gaps. A slight noise elevation in the background regions could 

be observed for the sparse data, which was nearly eliminated 

after applying axial interpolation on the sparse sinogram. All 

spheres could be clearly resolved in both configurations 

regardless of interpolation. In addition, the sparse 

configuration attained for the smallest sphere (10mm 

diameter) on average 6% less TBR and 19% less CNR than 

the original mMR configuration. The worse CNR performance 

is attributed to the noise elevation in the background due to the 

reduced sensitivity by a factor of four expected when reducing 

the number of detectors by a factor of two. Nevertheless, the 

smaller effect on TBR suggests that the axial gaps presence 

did not affect quantification and contrast recovery.  

The axial interpolation of the sparse sinograms improved 

slightly the TBR. However, most importantly, the CNR 
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performance of the sparse mMR reconstruction was drastically 

enhanced after interpolation thereby reducing its discrepancy 

from the original mMR CNR performance to 7%. The large 

CNR improvement can be attributed to the considerable noise 

reduction attained with interpolation. To the contrary, the 

relatively small TBR improvement can be explained by the 

axial blurring introduced from the interpolation, which 

counteracted any potential contrast enhancements.  

Moreover, the TBR differences between the sparse and the 

original mMR configurations have been reduced for larger 

iterations. This can be explained by the relatively slower 

convergence rate of 3D-OSEM reconstructions of the noisy 

sparse mMR data. On the other hand, the respective CNR 

differences were insensitive to the number of 3D-OSEM 

iterations because the relatively higher noise levels of the 

sparse mMR data were increasing with iterations at a higher 

rate compared to the original mMR data. 

The phantom acquisitions were repeated with the GATE 

Monte Carlo simulation package using a validated model of 

the original mMR scanner and later introducing actual 

physical air gaps to model the sparse-mMR configuration. We 

found no significant discrepancies between the real and the 

GATE qualitative and quantitative results for the level of 

counts acquired in the two experiments.  

In Figs. 5 and 6, we illustrate with two clinical cases the in-

vivo image quality performance of the sparse-mMR “odd-

rings-only” configuration without and with inter-plane axial 

sinogram interpolation against the original mMR “all-rings” 

configuration. The PET images reconstructed from the sparse 

and interpolated sinograms did not exhibit artifacts due to the 

introduced axial gaps. In addition, all phantom spheres and 

identified brain lesions were clearly resolved in both datasets. 

However, we observed slightly elevated noise levels in the 

PET images reconstructed from sparse-mMR data. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Transaxial PET images from a human 18F-FDG PET/MR brain 

study across 4 full OS-EM iterations (21 subsets) acquired with a Siemens 

BiographTM mMR scanner and using STIR to reconstruct from: (top-row) 

original “all-rings” configuration, (middle row) and sparse “odd-rings-only” 
without interpolation and (bottom row) with inter-plane axial sinogram 

interpolation. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Sagittal PET images from a human 18F-FDG PET/MR brain study 

across 4 full OS-EM iterations (21 subsets) acquired with a Siemens 

BiographTM mMR scanner and using STIR to reconstruct FROM: (top-row) 

original “all-rings” configuration, (middle row) and sparse “odd-rings-only” 
configuration without interpolation and (bottom row) with inter-plane axial 

sinogram interpolation. 

 

The respective quantitative TBR contrast and CNR results 

are presented in Fig. 7. The TBR scores attained with the 

sparse-mMR across all evaluated phantom and brain regions 

were at most 8.3% less than that of the mMR. After sinogram-

based interpolation, the TBR scores became at most 1.7% 

lower than that of mMR. Furthermore, although sparse-mMR 

yielded a higher background variability and lower CNR by a 

maximum of 23.6%, compared to mMR, this difference was 

reduced to less than 5.4% after applying the proposed axial 

interpolation on the sparse sinograms. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Target lesion-to-background ratio (TBR) and Contrast-to-Noise 

ratio (CNR) scores vs. OS-EM full iterations (21 subsets) for two different 

lesions, as denoted in Fig. 3. 

 

IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PLANS 

In this study, we introduced the concept of sparse PET 

detector rings configuration and validated its potential for 
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existing clinical PET geometries. Using real phantom and 

clinical non-TOF PET data acquired with the current state-of-

the-art Siemens BiographTM mMR scanner, we were able to 

emulate the proposed sparse rings configuration (sparse-

mMR) by removing all measured coincidence counts 

associated with at least one of the even detector rings of the 

original mMR system. Performance evaluation was conducted 

on NEMA IEC IQ phantom and human brain PET/MR scans 

employing the proposed sparse rings configuration before 

(sparse-mMR) and after sinogram interpolation (interp-sparse-

mMR) as well as the original mMR configuration as a gold 

standard reference.  

The PET phantom and clinical images reconstructed from 

sparse and interpolated sinograms did not exhibit artifacts due 

to the axial gaps in the detector space. In addition, all phantom 

spheres and identified brain lesions were clearly resolved in 

both datasets. However, we observed elevated noise levels in 

the PET images reconstructed from the sparse-mMR data, 

which were visually eliminated after application of axial 

interpolation on the sparse sinograms. The sparse-mMR TBR 

contrast across all evaluated phantom and brain regions was 

slightly lower than that of the original mMR. Nevertheless, 

after axial interpolation, it approached the mMR performance. 

Given the reduction in the number of detector rings by half 

and the consequent reduction by one fourth for the sparse-

mMR system, it was expected that the background variability 

would increase and that the CNR (equation 2) would 

proportionally drop, compared to the original mMR. 

Nevertheless, and despite the lack of TOF information, the 

visual (qualitative) and quantitative effect of the proposed 

sparse configuration in the 3D PET images was minimal, in 

term of lesion contrast and detectability, thanks to the uniform 

distribution of small axial gaps across the axial FOV. Besides 

most of these effects were eliminated after applying axial 

inter-plane interpolation on the sparse mMR sinograms at the 

expense of a slight axial blurring. Finally, it is worth noting 

that we observed less apparent visual effects between the two 

configurations in the transaxial (Fig. 5) vs. sagittal (Fig. 6) 

slices, which can be attributed to the fact that the gaps were 

introduced exclusively along the axial direction. 

The sparse rings configuration proposed in this study 

permitted the uniform redistribution of the same number of 

detector rings over longer axial FOVs. As a result, the new 

geometry attained the same total volume sensitivity but 

exchanged sensitivity per transverse slice with longer axial 

FOV lengths. Most importantly, this was achieved without 

compromising lesion contrast and quantification and despite 

the SNR reduction, thanks to the redundancy of 3D axial 

sampling and the proper normalization of the PET data 

accounting for the axial gaps. Such a PET system could be 

beneficial for all PET imaging applications that appreciate 

long axial FOVs, but do not necessarily rely on better trade-

offs between the scan time and injected dosage that those 

attained with current clinical PET systems. Obviously, the 

same concept could be scaled to even longer axial FOVs, 

including total-body FOVs, at half the cost that would have 

been required for a non-sparse ring geometry.  

On the other hand, the same concept could be exploited 

towards the reduction of modern PET systems manufacturing 

cost without sacrificing axial FOV. In any case, the degree of 

compactness of the PET detector rings may in future be 

considered as a potential parameter to optimize when 

designing future clinical PET systems. Thus, the proposed 

concept of sparse PET detector rings may pave the way for 

more innovative PET system architectures in the future with 

laid emphasis either in reducing PET systems’ manufacturing 

cost without compromising the axial FOV or in extending to 

longer axial FOVs without additional cost. 

Note in the PET images that the noise increases with 

iterations and is relatively higher in the case of the “odd-rings-

only” sparse configuration but suppressed after applying 

interpolation. The lesions contrast in the two designated lesion 

regions is similar across the three methods with no significant 

visual differences before and after interpolation. However, 

note the significant CNR losses for the “odd-rings-only” 

configuration, due to the removal of the counts associated with 

even rings detectors. Nevertheless, our proposed inter-

sinogram interpolation facilitates almost the complete 

recovery of the CNR losses, thanks to the suppression of noise 

at sinogram space (Fig. 5).  

A possible limitation of this study is the reduced number of 

human lesions examined to validate the performance of the 

sparse mMR configuration before and after axial interpolation. 

Nevertheless, this is a proof-of-concept study aiming to 

demonstrate the potential of an alternative sparse ring 

configuration using both phantom as well as clinical non-TOF 

PET real data. In the future, we will expand our investigation 

to a larger clinical cohort of specific diseases and types of 

lesions from a larger pool of clinical studies including TOF 

PET data as well. Furthermore, we assumed that the simple 

elimination of the counts of the even rings, as opposed to the 

physical removal of the detectors themselves, would have 

been sufficient for the realistic modeling of all the major 

effects of the proposed sparse ring configuration. 

Nevertheless, a series of realistic GATE simulations 

comparing the two geometry models indicated no significant 

differences in image quality, lesions contrast and CNR. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we demonstrated the feasibility of clinical 

PET imaging with a novel sparse PET detectors ring 

configuration including only the odd rings of a commercial 

clinical non-TOF PET system according to NEMA image 

quality standards. We anticipate that the performance of the 

presented geometry would be even more promising for the 

superior TOF capabilities of the latest clinical PET systems.  

Our findings suggested that clinical PET imaging with 

sparse rings configurations including only the even detector 

rings of a modern clinical PET scanner is feasible. Validation 

on real phantom and human data obtained from a sparse rings 

geometry of the Siemens BiographTM mMR scanner showed 

that the proposed configuration can achieve similar visual 

image quality and lesions’ TBR contrast with current 

generation compact rings PET systems at significantly reduced 
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manufacturing cost or with significantly longer axial FOVs. 

The presented cost-efficient PET scanner geometry may allow 

in future the wider utilization of clinical PET by the world 

population through the development of low-cost PET systems. 

At the same time, the use of the proposed concept to extend to 

longer axial FOVs would permit simultaneous imaging of 

larger areas of the human body to enable without additional 

cost a new set of exciting clinical PET imaging applications 

that were not possible with current generation limited axial 

FOV clinical PET systems.  

The presented work is protected by a patent application held 

by Weill Cornell Medical College. 
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